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ABSTRACT

And here's a summary of latest developments in Internet of Things (IoT) integrated devices, wireless connections, and biosensing which have contributed in the fast development of wearable sensor implantation. This study also discusses the applications of the internet of medical things (IoMT), which now has attracted considerable interest as an environment of networked clinical systems, computational capabilities, and medical sensors designed to improve the quality of healthcare services. The perspective of healthcare and lifestyle can indeed be totally transformed by AI technology based on 5G. The aim of this proposed research design is to investigate risks which might undermine the credibility, confidentiality, and security of IoMT platforms in consideration of the relevance of IoT platforms and 5G networks.

Moreover, there have been cutting-edge blockchain-based techniques which can aid in enhancing IoMT network security. IoMT has indeed been discovered to be vulnerable to a range of attacks, notably malware, DoS attacks, and wiretapping attacks. IoMT is additionally prone to a range of issues, involving safety, privacy, and anonymity. There are revolutionary cryptography solutions, such as password protection, authentication protocols, and data encryption, which can aid in improving the security and trustworthiness of IoMT devices despite the different of security risks.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Microelectron dynamic sensors and devices are one of the latest innovations in semiconductors and related technology, and the internet of things (IoT) has garnered a huge interest. Artificial intelligence (AI) is a technology used among smart devices to produce intelligent predictions [1]. These devices successfully utilize federated learning, a form of student engagement that really is suitable for Internet of Things (IoT) devices. In charge of conducting many sophisticated computation tasks, these devices should be equipped with wireless network connection [2], [3]. For with this purpose, only 5G or higher-level communications technology will provide support needed for intelligent surgical supplies [4].
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**Figure 1:** IoMT healthcare service applications [5].

These technologies have such a wide variety of applications irrespective of only cellphones, extending from wearable tech to healthcare monitoring [6], [7]. Even though the cost, adaptability, and throughput of the IoMT network can be considerably increased with the implementation of 5G network design [8], [9]. Despite the demanding specifications, 5G networks
will be using terahertz transmissions for communication, have such a download speed of more than 1TBPS, and then use a 3-dimensional communication network (frequency, space, and time) [10] instead of a 2-dimensional structure like those found in 5G networks [11]. This one will give medical IoT devices a strong architecture with bigger and deeper coverage [12]–[14]. Blockchain support The Internet of Things (IoT) is an increasing technological concept which has interconnected billions of sentient items [15], contributing to the emergence of intelligent ecosystems comprising intelligent businesses, households, communities, and grids [16]. Among the most crucial categories for adoption of technology in the healthcare industry is the delivery of omnipresent and real-time solutions [17]. A diverse variety of entities, comprising machines, humans, and things, are interconnected into entire dataset anywhere at any any time under the IoT umbrella [18].

1.1 Problem Statement

Security breach to a patient's records may result in incorrect medications being issued, that could threaten the patient's health or possibly end in death [19], [20]. As just a consequence, however if IoMT provides great benefits, it is also vulnerable to cyberattacks like keystroke logger, extortion, and the proliferation of dangerous robots [21]. This makes the biomedical domain a crucial area for research [22], [23]. In addition to potential cyber risk, the IoMT's digitalization is vulnerable to hacking techniques that really can endanger physical security [24]. As just a consequence, a security mechanism which can safeguard the security of the IoMT network is needed for the proper integration of IoMT technology into medical systems [25]. Security is a crucial element which depends on the trustworthiness of the medical equipment [26], [27]. Identification of possible and existing vulnerabilities to the IoMT infrastructure is the very first step towards achieving this [28]. Although IoMT devices and IoT devices contain many fundamental features and characteristics [29], contemporary attacks that targeting IoT networks could also be seen as risks which might harm IoMT devices [30], [31].

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

An increasing lot of organizations have recognized that information security issues could have a negative influence on business continuity, public perception, and, in the event of non-
compliance, legal authorities [32]–[34]. These dangers can also lead to loss of money and also have a harmful influence on collaborations, services to other businesses, and the satisfaction of those relationships [35]. "Data security is the safeguarding of data and the key factors contained therein, [36]" Confidential, integrity, and accessibility are the three major traits that constitute information security. Transparency is important since it controls who really can access information [37]. Information's authenticity is evaluated by just how full and unaffected it is [4], [38]. Information is considered available to customers or other organizations by the accessibility property [39], [40]. The internal factor has become a popular subject in information security for quite a while now [41]. Disappointingly, there seems to be little knowledge relevant to the topic [42]. Only outside threats, not insider exploitation, are predicted to generate revenue damage in 2008, so according 50% of those interviewed [43]–[45]. Conversely, insider exploitation also recognized by 44% of those questioned to be have happened in 2008 [46], currently the second most common type of network security fraud (after bugs) [47], [48]. Including the most current Ernst & Young survey (2009), 25 percent of respondents said that there had been an upsurge in internal threats, and 13% claimed there's been a rise in internally conducted fraud [49], [50].

A worker, ex-employee, collaborator, or consumer with authorized to view an organization's resources may be using that knowledge to compromise the network security of the company or organization [51]; this is characterized as an "internal threat [52]–[54]." For so many organizations, domestic danger is a concern since employee conduct or misunderstanding can culminate in occurrences of term condition that causes, between a few lost productivity to negative press or economic damages, and also as a consequence, the organisation may not endure [55].

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The research may utilize a hybrid, subjective, or analytical methodology. While using a descriptive method, the study focused on an in-depth examination of the hypotheses which is often obtained to state or describe an occurrence utilizing open-ended methods. When a quantitative strategy is adopted, meanwhile, the research is focused on numerical or statistical information recorded to either confirm or analyze connections with any hypothesis.

3.1 IoMT Network Vulnerabilities
• **Security:** IoMT systems are susceptible to network/wireless assaults since of their dependence on unsecured wireless network. Building structural flaws or insufficient security process is controlled, IoMT equipment lacked protection mechanisms, making it much easier for an opponent to intercept and overhear on the both data transfer. Additionally, so because preponderance of IoMT devices are still unable to detect and block assaults, experienced attackers can get beyond security to acquire patient records without permission. As both a consequence, attackers can just use reach a certain level to infect devices with malware or dangerous software.

• **Privacy:** The intelligence collected by IoMT devices could provide sensitive details about a participant's lifestyle. For example, as the author highlighted out, signals sent out by sensors which are intended to monitor a condition of the patient can disclose the device's medicinal expertise. Comparable to malicious activities, passive attacks like traffic monitoring allows hackers to disseminate or collect sensitive and confidential data but also patient identification. In contrast, attacks like man-in-the-middle (MitM) can undermine the safety and confidentiality of IoMT networks by interrupting with communication to transform the way two parties exchange data secretly.

• **Confidentiality:** The data obtained by IoMT devices can also provide sensitive details about a patient's lifestyle. For instance, as the researcher highlighted out, information sent by sensors which are intended to monitor a medical health can disclose the device's medical expertise. Similarly to malicious activities, attack vectors like traffic monitoring allows hackers to disseminate or collect sensitive and confidential data and also patient identification. Additionally, as highlighted by researchers, cyberattacks like man-in-the-middle (MitM) can compromise the integrity and confidentiality of IoMT networks by tampering with communication to modify the material being transferred among two parties surreptitiously.
3.2 Types of Attacks in IoMT

- **Dos Attack:** The sudden uptick in fraudulent activity and attacks has made the system an unsafe place. Because modern political, social, and medicinal infrastructure is so largely dependent on networks and information technology, such attacks may have an impact on the biomedical field (IT). Security researchers have identified a large number of cyber threats and over years which might endanger cybersecurity depending on a present study. Among the most dangerous cybersecurity risks that just might jeopardize IoMT security are interruption of service (DoS) attacks. A potential hacker will make a huge number of questions in an attempt to bottleneck the computation power of a computer or wearable devices.

- **Attack of Malware:** IoMT systems also are susceptible to various types of malware, including such Trojans, infections, worms, spyware, malware attacks, and rootkits. Studies that examine the topic suggest that cyberattacks spread rapidly throughout the system by trying to take advantage of recognized or unexpected vulnerabilities. These attacks may knock down any computer system through DDoS attacks, posing a serious threat both to the integrity and confidentiality of IoMT devices. This could force a vulnerability up to a specific medical system or device to emerge. In furthermore, effective utilization of the security flaw could contribute to patient data getting destroyed, disclosed, or given unauthorized availability of medical records or IoMT devices.
• **Attack of Eavesdropping:** Among the most common known attacks for collecting data from biomedical sensors is eavesdropping. Passive eavesdropping is the terminology for when malicious attackers listen to information being transmitted in order to collect information. Furthermore, attackers may proactively overhear by making multiple friendly inquiries, which would be alluded to as proactive eavesdropping. Attackers chase down special hardware because they can intercept it and collect personal data. A patient's physiological signals could've been captured during transmission. Operations like some of those based on fingerprinting can indeed be performed out by using this data in a variety of methods. In particular, active passive attacks allow for the unlawful interruption of communication between the two organizations, including such sensor nodes or smartphones, by trying to take advantage of flaws in unsecure network.

4. **CONCLUSIONS**

Due to attempts to slow technological advancements, the growth of connected medical devices has changed the fundamentals of healthcare operations. Data security for medical equipment has drawn a lot of interest as a result of both factors. The adoption of cutting-edge communication technology, such as 5G networks, will completely transform the health care sector. A new paradigm in the healthcare industry will have emerged as a result of the quick development of communications technology. Tele-surgery will not be possible due to communication issues, modern healthcare framework cuts, and other factors. 5G will undoubtedly replace ambulance workers, and new technology will be reinvented. Additionally, due to advances in technology, this platform is vulnerable to a number of security problems that might seriously jeopardize patient security and privacy. Current safety concerns have motivated researchers to look into numerous medical device vulnerabilities as a result of both of these factors. Additionally, it is essential to use adequate control techniques that can maintain the security and integrity of IoMT systems because security is essential for maintaining the dependability of IoMT devices and for the successful integration of this technology into medical systems.
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